Summary

Creator: Anderson, Robert, 1750-1830

Title: Robert Anderson manuscript material

Date: 1799

Abstract: Robert Anderson, Scottish literary scholar and biographer. To George Dyer, author and advocate of political reform: 1 autograph letter signed: 20 Feb 1799: (MISC 3616L): lengthy letter about various literary matters; Dyer's poems, friends in Edinburgh, publishers, Thomas Campbell, etc.

Preferred citation: Robert Anderson manuscript material: 1 item, Carl H. Pforzheimer Collection of Shelley and His Circle, The New York Public Library

Creator History

Robert Anderson, Scottish literary scholar and biographer.

Scope and Content Note

To George Dyer, author and advocate of political reform: 1 autograph letter signed: 20 Feb 1799: (MISC 3616L): lengthy letter about various literary matters; Dyer's poems, friends in Edinburgh, publishers, Thomas Campbell, etc.
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